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The July temperatures were extremely high, real hellish furnace, comparing to the rainy spring here in Czech Republic. The 

July was so hot that it even affected our model production. Due to the high temperatures we are forced to inject the kits 

slowly. Even though the air condition runs at full power the moulds are getting overheated. Despite these obstacles we were 

able to produce some interesting August news. Except of the long awaited Meillerwagen the news comprise limited 

editions, therefore do not hesitate with your orders. The news follows:

SH72275 F-86L Sabre Dog "Thailand Service" 1/72  Limited series 500 pcs

Thailand was the sole foreign users of F-86L Sabre Dog. 20 machines that originally served with Iowa National Guard were 

delivered to Thailand in 1962. Royal Thai Air Force used these aircraft till mid 1970s. Thai F-86L were equipped with AIM-9 

Sidewinder missiles. 

Limited series kit offers marking for 4 RTAF machines that carried             such armament. All of them 

served overall in natural metal with tiger artworks on the noses. 

Nevertheless, the decals include 
complete numerical range and 
therefore anyone interested in 
another Thai machine can assemble 
its particular number.



72575 DB-7C "Japanese Fuku Chan Manga" 1/72  Limited series 500 pcs

When Netherlands were occupied Dutch East Indies as the main Dutch colony came into very complicated situation. 

The war in Pacific was imminent. Therefore the officials tried to make every possible step to enhance the defence. This 

involved particularly high orders of US aircraft of all categories. Among these orders also DB-7C (US military designation 

was A-20C, British Boston Mk.III) twin-engined bombers were ordered. The first batch of these machines reached its 

destination in dismantled condition. Nevertheless, this batch was seized by Japanese invaders; the rest of the ordered 

machines were diverted to Australia where these DB-7Cs were allocated to RAAF No. 22 Squadron. Japanese 

assembled several machines and thoroughly tested them by both Army and Navy air forces.

DB-7C limited series kit contains decals for machine that was tested by Japanese Army Air Force. This machine was 

decorated by Fuku Chan artwork from that time famous comics.



SH48144 Morane Saulnier 30E1 "Polish Marking" 1/48 Limited series 500 pcs

Morane Saulnier AI particularly its versions MS- 27C.1 and MS-29C.1 was not so widely used in World War I how would 

had Morane Saulnier Company wanted. Nevertheless, the successful design was used as fighter and trainer version 

MS-30E1 right after the end of the war. Eventually, the type was widely used and some sources even claim that 1200 

machines had been produced. The young Polish Air Force purchased 21 MS-30E1 machines from France in 1920 and 

used them for aerial combat training and aerobatics until 1925. 

MS-30E1 kit is based on MS AI kit but reflects all differences from the fighter version. The kit contains new detailed resin 

engine, cowling and propeller together with photo-etched wire spokes for the wheels used on two machines. Decals 

included offer markings for three machines. Of note is the first machine that combines French national insignias on wing 

and Polish on the fuselage. The second machines sports typical Polish camouflage of green over light blue. The third     

      machine served overall in aluminium dope with red                      accents.



Meillerwagen 
with A4/V2 Rocket

SA72003 
A4/V2 Rocket

SA72014
A4/V2 Rocket

Prototypes

SA72001
SS-100 Gigant

SA72009 
Vidalwagen

V2 Transporter

SA72012 Meillerwagen V2 Transporter 1/72

We produce 1/72 scale high quality 

German A4/V2 rocket (kit nos. SA72003 

and SA72014) and SS-100 tractor 

(SA72001) in Special Armour line. SS-100 

tractor's main purpose was not only rocket 

transport but it was also used on airfields 

for other heavy load transport. A4/V2 

rockets were transported on low-bed 

trailers Vidalwagen (SA72010) and 

Meilerwagen. Meilerwagen trailer also served for rocket erection onto firing stand a service gantry and fuelling and 

launch preparation. 

Highly quality and detailed kit of Meilerwagen is produced form metal mould. It can be build both in transport or launch 

positions. In both positions A4/V2 rocket (not included) can be placed on the Meilerwagen.



SH72276

SH72273

SH72266

SH72274 

AH-1G “Spanish & IDF Service” 1/72

AH-1G Cobra 
“Over The USA and Europe” 

SH72278 



SH72076 

AH-1G Cobra  
“over Vietnam with M-35 Gun System”



T-2 Buckeye 1/32 Scale !!!/
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“Red & White Trainer”

“Camouflaged Trainer”



AJ-37 Viggen 1/48

SK-37 Viggen 1/48
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